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Abstract: Root zone soil moisture (RZSM) affects many natural processes and is an important
component of environmental modeling, but it is expensive and challenging to monitor for relatively
small spatial extents. Satellite datasets offer ample spatial coverage of near-surface soil moisture
content at up to a daily time-step, but satellite-derived data products are currently too coarse in
spatial resolution to use directly for many environmental applications, such as those for small
catchments. This study investigated the use of passive microwave satellite soil moisture data products
in a simple hydrologic model to provide root zone soil moisture estimates across a small catchment
over a two year time period and the Eastern U.S. (EUS) at a 1 km resolution over a decadal time-scale.
The physically based soil moisture analytical relationship (SMAR) was calibrated and tested with
the Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer (AMSRE), Soil Moisture Ocean Salinity (SMOS),
and Soil Moisture Active Passive (SMAP) data products. The SMAR spatial model relies on maps
of soil physical properties and was first tested at the Shale Hills experimental catchment in central
Pennsylvania. The model met a root mean square error (RMSE) benchmark of 0.06 cm3 cm−3 at
66% of the locations throughout the catchment. Then, the SMAR spatial model was calibrated at
up to 68 sites (SCAN and AMERIFLUX network sites) that monitor soil moisture across the EUS
region, and maps of SMAR parameters were generated for each satellite data product. The average
RMSE for RZSM estimates from each satellite data product is <0.06 cm3 cm−3. Lastly, the 1 km EUS
regional RZSM maps were tested with data from the Shale Hills, which was set aside for validating
the regional SMAR, and the RMSE between the RZSM predictions and the catchment average is
0.042 cm3 cm−3. This study offers a promising approach for generating long time-series of regional
RZSM maps with the same spatial resolution of soil property maps.
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1. Introduction

Spatial estimates of volumetric soil moisture content (cm3 cm−3) within the top one meter of
soil (i.e., the ‘root zone’) are important for simulating hydrologic and ecosystem processes [1–3],
such as forecasting agricultural productivity [4] and providing a more precise representation of
evapotranspiration (ET) feedbacks for climate change projections [5]. Mapped estimates of root zone
soil moisture content also support military trafficability assessments [6], improve flood predictions [7],
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and can assist with predicting the severity of forest fires [8]. The technological advancement of
satellite-based microwave scanning platforms has improved the prospects of producing high quality,
globally distributed root-zone soil moisture data products [9], but in situ data is still important for
validating root zone soil moisture models [5,10]. Fortunately, there has been an increase in active soil
moisture monitoring locations around the world [11,12].

A major challenge in operating hydrologic models with satellite data is the spatial and vertical
scale discrepancies between satellite observations and the scale at which most natural processes of
interest occur on the ground and within the soil profile [13]. For instance, satellite-derived soil moisture
data products are composed of estimates with up to a 53 km average areal spatial resolution for
the longest-running satellite datasets [14], while most soil hydrologic processes that impact life and
meteorological processes occur at scales <100 m [15–17]. Furthermore, satellite data products represent
a thin top layer of soil, about 2 cm from the surface (i.e., ‘near-surface’), but the soil water status of the
entire root zone is useful when forecasting processes, such as plant growth [18], drought severity [19],
and chemical transport through soil [20].

The horizontal scale discrepancy has mainly been addressed by either downscaling soil
moisture data products with other satellite data [10,21] or by using point-scale soil moisture to
represent soil moisture patterns at higher scales that are typically contained within the footprint of
a satellite observation [22]. Peng et al. [23] provide a comprehensive review into downscaling
strategies that have been applied with satellite soil moisture data. Downscaling approaches
generally establish a scaling relationship between coarse satellite soil moisture observations and
finer resolution remote sensing data or hydrologic model output that is well correlated with in situ soil
moisture. Downscaling approaches include deterministic modeling [24–27], statistical modeling [28–31],
and data assimilation methods [15,32]. The ‘upscaling’ strategy is based upon the concept of
time-dependency [33], where soil moisture variation at point locations may be used to represent larger
areas with similar soil or landscape properties. Cosh et al. [34] showed that an average of six locations
within a coarse pixel of the Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer (AMSRE) data product was
enough to accurately represent the watershed-scale average soil moisture content of the Little Washita
watershed in southwestern Oklahoma. Sub-watershed delineations of areas of similar soil moisture
show promise for satellite soil moisture upscaling efforts as well. For instance, Park and van de
Giesen [35] and Baldwin et al. [36] delineated sub-watershed units with spatial terrain and/or soil
information to represent temporally stable patterns of soil moisture. Although these units in [36] were
developed independently of soil moisture data, an in-situ network of soil moisture data was used to
validate their reliability at representing stable soil moisture patterns.

In addressing satellite soil moisture product’s vertical reach deficiency, simple soil-water infiltration
models have been developed and applied with satellite-observed near-surface soil moisture to estimate
the relative root zone soil moisture (RZSM), which is the relative degree of soil moisture content in an
open pore space, ranging from 0 (hygroscopic moisture conditions) to 1 (all pores filled with water).
Theoretically, a relative root zone saturation of 1 is highly unlikely in most soils because of the existence
of air pockets between soil aggregates in even the wettest conditions. Wagner et al. [37] developed
a method to calculate RZSM, which they termed the soil water index. This method uses an exponential
filter to estimate the amount of water moving from the surface, where soil moisture content is estimated
by satellites, into the root zone. This model has been used with satellite soil moisture to predict spatial
estimates of RZSM and has been validated with in situ data across multiple studies [37–39].

The soil moisture analytical relationship (SMAR) model [40] builds upon the exponential filter
RZSM model. The SMAR model simulates near-surface to root-zone moisture diffusion and root-zone
water loss, and its soil hydrologic characteristics are explicitly related to soil depth, soil porosity,
and other soil physical properties. The original SMAR water loss formulation is controlled by
a constant ‘water loss rate’ parameter, which is tied to average leakage and evapotranspiration (L T−1).
This formulation worked well for modeling RZSM across many U.S. soils within the Soil Climate
Analysis and Snow Telemetry (SCAN/SNOTEL) monitoring network [41]. Given the simplicity of
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SMAR and related models, it is expected that accuracy will decline in areas with convergent sub-surface
lateral water flows and areas with seasonally high-water tables that result in capillary rise movement.
Temperate forested areas with contrasting terrain are a prime example of areas where the feasibility of
simple RZSM modeling would be challenged.

Although considerable progress has been made with estimating RZSM across large spatial extents
using satellite data, an explicit link between the use of soil properties as a scaling mechanism and
satellite RZSM modeling has not been rigorously tested at the field or regional scales. Using soil
properties to operate SMAR across space offers a direct approach for RZSM prediction and should be
tested at different spatial extents. The first step to calibrating a spatially explicit SMAR in such a direct
approach would be to optimize SMAR parameters at a collection of sites using satellite near-surface
soil moisture data as the forcing for the model. This collection of sites would ideally be representative
of the distribution of soil physical properties for a larger area over which SMAR would operate.
There is uncertainty in whether mapped soil properties could be used to predict SMAR parameters
optimized with satellite data, because of the scale discrepancy between satellite-derived and in situ soil
moisture [22] and biases in satellite soil moisture data caused by vegetation and complex terrain [42].
Initializing the SMAR model is another source of uncertainty, where the initialization date would begin
at the start of a satellite data product’s time-series typically with a map of root-zone field capacity [40],
but this start date would generally not coincide with the beginning of the time series at ground-based
sites used for SMAR parameter optimization. Despite the apparent challenges in such a direct approach
for calibrating and running a spatial SMAR, it is a focus for this study, and we use one of NASA’s root
mean square error (RMSE) benchmarks for predicting soil moisture with satellite data: The regular
0.06 cm3 cm−3 RMSE benchmark [43,44]. We use the regular RMSE instead of the unbiased RMSE,
since the regular RMSE is sensitive to large deviations in model predictions verses observations.

In this study, we calibrated a spatial SMAR at both a catchment scale and a regional scale by
optimizing SMAR parameters directly with three different satellite data products at a collection
of ground-based sites representative of soil properties for both the regional and catchment scales.
Three satellite platforms were used to maximize the time-period of modeling and to evaluate any
differences in RZSM estimates among the three different platforms. After SMAR was calibrated,
we estimated the total RZSM at a regional scale by extrapolating SMAR across space using maps of soil
properties and available satellite-observed near surface soil moisture estimates. We first tested this
approach at a smaller scale, the heavily instrumented Shale Hills research catchment, and we asked:
How accurate is a spatial SMAR across different soil types and landforms in the Shale Hills after being
calibrated to data at selected locations in the catchment, and where does it do best? We hypothesized
that a calibrated SMAR will do best in valley areas or other gently sloped areas where water loss
is not as heavily influenced by lateral flow. Next, we conducted the same approach to calibrating
SMAR across the temperate Eastern United States ecoregions (EUS) and asked: Can SMAR parameters
that are optimized directly with three different satellite data products be mapped at a regional extent
with different soil properties (e.g., soil texture, bulk density, porosity) and be used to run a spatial
SMAR that provides an average RMSE < 0.06 cm3 cm−3? Based upon previous research that predicted
soil hydrologic properties with neural networks [45], we expected that it is possible to map SMAR
parameters with soil properties with the aid of machine learning algorithms and that model accuracy
will diminish in wetter and more vegetated areas of the region. As an independent test for the regional
SMAR model, the Shale Hills data was left out of the regional calibration process but was used as
a validation dataset for the regional SMAR.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Study Areas

Data from the Shale Hills research catchment was first used to address our first research question.
The Shale Hills Catchment is a 7.9 ha forested watershed characterized by steep slopes (from 25%–48%)
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and narrow ridges. The catchment valley is oriented in an east–west direction, and has an elevation
ranging from 256 to 310 m above sea level. Lin et al. [46] identified five soil series in the catchment.
The Weikert series (loamy-skeletal, mixed, active, mesic Lithic Dystrudept) is the predominant soil
type in the catchment, comprising 78% of the area and is characterized as a thin soil on hilltops, planar,
and convex hillslopes. The Rushtown series (loamy-skeletal, over fragmental, mixed, mesic Typic
Dystrochrept) is mostly located in the center of the four dominant concave hillslopes and the majority
of the upper 100 m of the main catchment valley. The Berks series (loamy-skeletal, mixed, active,
mesic Typic Dystrudept) is well-drained and largely distributed along the slope transitional zones
between the shallow Weikert and the deep Rushtown soils. The Blairton series (fine-loamy, mixed,
active, mesic Aquic Hapludult) is located in the valley bottom, with an argillic horizon at a 0.2 to 0.8 m
depth and few (2%–5%) redox features starting at a 0.8 to 1.1 m depth. The Ernest series (fine-loamy,
mixed, superactive, mesic Aquic Fragiudults) is a deep (>3 m depth to bedrock), poorly to moderately
well-drained soil on the valley floor with many redox features. The Ernest valley soil surrounds
a first-order stream that is active typically from mid-November to the beginning of June. A 110-year-old
mixed forest dominated by an oak (Quercus spp.), maple (Acer, spp.), hickory (Carya, spp.), and eastern
hemlock (Tsuga canadensis, spp.) canopy covers the entire catchment. The annual precipitation is
900 mm and the mean annual temperature is 11 ◦C. Figure 1 displays the catchment in an inset with
the calibration and validation monitoring locations we used in this study.
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Figure 1. Map of regional study area (left), which encompasses the Eastern Temperate Forests and
Northern Forests Level 1 ecoregions in the Eastern U.S. Purple points indicate Soil Climate Analysis
(SCAN) and North America Fluxnet (AMERIFLUX) sites that contributed to training the regional
soil moisture analytical relationship (SMAR) model in this study and corroborating its predictions
at a site-level. The Shale Hills is indicated by the red point. In the enlarged Shale Hills catchment
map (right), yellow squares indicate sites that are used to train the Shale Hills catchment SMAR model
and cyan points indicate manual time domain reflectometry (TDR) stations where data were used
for validating the Shale Hills SMAR model. Data at the yellow squares also validates the regional
SMAR model.
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The Shale Hills lies in the Eastern Temperate Forest Level 1 ecoregion, following the spatially
hierarchical ecoregion delineation designed by Omernik [47]. Ecoregions are defined by regions with
similar climate, vegetation, and terrain at different scales, Level 1 being the broadest. Past efforts
have shown that SMAR can be adequately calibrated in regions that are not semi-arid, such as the
Eastern Temperate Forests, and that the over- or under-estimation (i.e., bias) of satellite data products
relative to near-surface in situ soil moisture measurements are similar within Level 1 ecoregions [41].
This study pursues a more direct approach to SMAR calibration, where ecoregion-level satellite bias
was not estimated outside of the SMAR model optimization process.

The regional-scale SMAR model was calibrated and tested across the Eastern Temperate Forest
and Northern Forest ecoregions to address our second research question. We limited our regional
scope to these two adjacent Level 1 ecoregions within the United States, since they have a relatively
dense amount of in situ soil moisture monitoring sites and coverage of soil property maps (Section 2.3).
The general over- and under-prediction of near-surface soil moisture by satellite data products relative
to in situ measurements is expected to differ between these two ecoregions [41], however, applying this
RZSM mapping approach across different ecoregions is a test of its overall robustness. Note, the Eastern
Temperate Forests and Northern Forests include most of the United States area east of the Mississippi
River and are not limited to just forest land cover, as the names imply.

2.2. In Situ Data for SMAR Calibration and Validation

In the Shale Hills and regional EUS SMAR modeling test cases, both in situ root zone soil moisture
and satellite data products were involved in the SMAR model training or calibration. A different set of
in situ soil moisture data was set aside from being used for calibration to validate the SMAR model in
both test cases.

The Shale Hills is a densely instrumented catchment with a temporally and spatially rich collection
of soil moisture monitoring data. Automatic volumetric soil moisture (cm3 cm−3) measurements were
collected from five monitoring locations in the catchment with Decagon ECH20 probes at multiple
depths (yellow squares in Figure 1). Each probe has a spatial resolution of 0.02 cm3 cm−3 and measures
soil moisture every 10 minutes. To match the temporal resolution of the SMAR infiltration model and
satellite forcing data, the 10-minute soil moisture measurements are aggregated into a daily value
(i.e., 24-hour) by averaging all measurements in each 24-hour period. Soil texture and porosity were
required for initial parameter estimates and the calculation of RZSM, and Lin [48] provides soil texture
data for each probe used in this study. We used pedo-transfer functions [49] to derive estimates of
porosity from soil texture [40] for each probe within each monitoring location. We estimated the relative
soil moisture by dividing soil moisture into porosity. Relative root zone soil moisture at a location was
then taken as the mean of all relative soil moisture values from probes below the probe closest to the
surface (see Manfreda et al. [40] for a discussion on near-surface delineation for SMAR modeling).

A separate dataset of manually collected volumetric soil moisture measurements is available for
validating spatial SMAR estimates of RZSM at Shale Hills. These data were collected bi-weekly since
2005 with a TRIME-FM hand-held time-domain reflectometry (TDR) probe [50] at locations indicated
by the cyan colored points on the Shale Hills map in Figure 1. The manual TDR probes were inserted
at 10-, 20-, 40-, 80-, and 100-cm depths at up to 65 locations, and their spatial distribution represents
each soil type and soil-terrain unit in the catchment (see Lin [48] for further data collection details).
Manual TDR soil moisture content data was converted into RZSM in the same manner as the 10-minute
probes: All measurements was divided into soil porosity and RZSM is the mean of the values from all
depths, given that the top depth of 10 cm is within the ‘root zone’. The manual TDR RZSM data was
collected once at each location within each sampling date.

A regional network of 68 unique in situ monitoring sites offers data for the calibration of regional
SMAR (Table S1; purple points in Figure 1). Sixty-five of these sites were taken from the soil climate
analysis network (SCAN; [11]) and three sites from the North American Fluxnet (AMERIFLUX)
network [51–53]. We followed the same approach for aggregating in situ measurements from the
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AMERIFLUX network into daily RZSM as the automatic sensors in Shale Hills, where half-hourly
measurements were averaged into daily values; SCAN data was downloaded in averaged daily form
directly. All measurements below the top 5 cm depth were then averaged into one ‘root zone’ moisture
content value, and then this averaged value was converted into the relative RZSM by dividing into root
zone porosity for a given site. Root zone porosity for each site was estimated from applying CONUS
soil texture data [54] (Section 2.3) with the Rawls et al. [49] pedo-transfer function, since CONUS soil
property data is available across the region and not all sites have available soil texture information.
The root zone porosity estimated by soil texture is too low at some sites, where a significant portion
of the converted RZSM values are >1. Therefore, root zone porosity was adjusted upwards slightly
until at least 95% of RZSM values were <1. Figure S1 shows the time-series of volumetric root zone
soil moisture from each site selected for calibrating regional SMAR, as well as corresponding satellite
near-surface data from all three platforms. Table S1 gives the temporal range selected for each site’s
calibration period and associated root-zone porosity values.

2.3. Catchment Stratification and Regional Soil Property Maps for SMAR Spatial Operation

In both the Shale Hills and EUS region SMAR modeling test cases, spatial soil property information
was used to assign or estimate SMAR parameters across space for its spatial operation (Section 2.5).

Variables derived from a light detection and ranging (LiDAR) survey are used for the catchment
stratification of Shale Hills, and this stratification supports the spatial operation of SMAR within
Shale Hills by parameterizing the spatial model according to similar areas of soil physical properties.
Terrain variables calculated from a LiDAR-derived DEM [55] were integral in the formulation of up
to five ‘soil-terrain’ map units that comprise a stratification of the catchment into areas of similar
physical soil and topographic properties. The LiDAR data was processed with TerraScan software,
which classifies raw LiDAR point data, and the ground points were interpolated across space using
ordinary kriging to create the DEM. A Gaussian filter was applied with a 4.5× 4.5 m smoothing window
to reduce noise in the DEM. The terrain variables derived from the DEM used in the soil–terrain
delineation are the topographic wetness index, surface curvature, log-transformed upslope contributing
area, vertical distance to stream channel, and local slope. A map of the depth to bedrock was also
important in delineating these soil–terrain units, and the depth to bedrock map was generated by
interpolating augur point measurements with regression kriging [56] using LiDAR-derived terrain
variables, such as the topographic wetness index and surface curvature, as covariates. Each of the five
soil–terrain units had a corresponding automatic soil moisture monitoring location.

The CONUS soil property maps developed by Miller and White [54] are 1-km resolution maps
of soil physical properties over multiple layers at uniform depth intervals based upon the State Soil
Geographic Database (STATSGO). We used these maps to estimate porosity at SCAN/AMERIFLUX sites,
extrapolating root zone field capacity across the EUS study region with the Rawls et al. [49] pedo-transfer
function, and used them as covariates for estimating calibrated SMAR model parameters. A ‘root zone’
equivalent for each soil property was derived by averaging values from all layers beneath the top-most
layer at each CONUS soil map pixel, and specifically, we used soil textural fractions (clay, sand, silt %),
bulk density (g cm−3), porosity (cm3 cm−3), and depth to bedrock (m). Additionally, a 100-m resolution
DEM was used as another covariate in SMAR parameter estimation [57], which was resampled to 1 km
to match the CONUS soil grid. Figure S2 reveals that the 68 ground-based sites are representative of
the soil texture, according to the full CONUS dataset for the EUS region.

2.4. Satellite Remote Sensing Data

We used NASA’s Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer (AMSRE) satellite Level 3 data
product [58], the European Space Agency’s Soil Moisture Ocean Salinity (SMOS) Level 2 data
product [59], and NASA’s Soil Moisture Active Passive (SMAP) Level 3 passive data product [60] as
near-surface soil moisture input data for SMAR. These satellite platforms use a passive microwave
sensor to observe the intensity of microwave emissions from the thin, near-surface soil layer (0–2 cm
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depth). The microwave emissions are directly related to the product of surface temperature and surface
emissivity, or ‘surface brightness temperature’ [61]. The AMSRE data product (25-km resolution) was
ideal for our study because of its relatively long data record (2002–2011) and overlap with Shale Hills’
automatic and manual soil moisture datasets. We used AMSRE soil moisture retrievals by the X-band
to avoid problems associated with radio-frequency interference from urban areas that affect the C-band
or 6.92 GHz channel. Specifically, the AMSRE soil moisture data product used here is derived from the
land parameter retrieval model algorithm [62], which considers potential bias from surface roughness
and vegetation canopy. The SMOS Level 2 data product (15-km grid resolution) utilizes multi-angular
observations of brightness temperature to retrieve both soil moisture and vegetation optical depth,
with an average 40-km spatial resolution at the L-band frequency [59]. Retrievals from the L-band occur
at a slightly deeper depth than those from AMSRE. The SMAP Level 3 passive data product is a daily
composite of global soil moisture retrievals based upon the L-band microwave frequency, as well,
and we used the ‘enhanced’ soil moisture passive product from SMAP, which provides retrievals at
a 9-km spacing.

We took the mean of the soil moisture data product derived from daily ascending and descending
passes of each platform as our near-surface soil moisture estimate to accommodate the daily time-step
of SMAR. This has been applied in past studies that use daily AMSRE data as a model forcing [63].
Data gaps exist in the SMOS and SMAP data products’ time-series in areas prone to extended snow
cover and dense vegetation. We addressed relatively short, up to week-long temporal gaps, with a linear
imputation for affected pixels [64], but gaps more than a week remained as missing data. The SMOS and
SMAP data products required normalization into relative near-surface soil moisture for use in SMAR,
and we adopted a piece-wise linear function to normalize near-surface soil moisture, based upon the
concept of ‘effective soil moisture’ in past studies [65]:

S1 =
(θobs − θmin)

(θmax − θmin)
, (1)

where S1 is the relative near-surface soil moisture, θobs is the volumetric soil moisture content (cm3 cm−3)
retrieved by SMOS and SMAP platforms, and θmax/θmin is the maximum/minimum soil moisture value
retrieved by these platforms. This approach assumes that θmax approximates near-surface saturated
moisture content, which may be a safe approximation across the multi-year time-series of SMOS and
SMAP retrievals in that surface-saturating precipitation events have most likely occurred during this
time period. The normalization method enabled the SMOS and SMAP data records to scale similarly
with the already-normalized AMSRE Level 3 data (Figure S1).

2.5. SMAR Model Formulation and Spatial Operation

The SMAR model simulates the diffusion of moisture from a near surface layer (0–5 cm) into
the root zone (5–100 cm), as well as the soil water losses out from the root zone at a daily time-step.
The amount of water available to enter the root zone (y) is equal to the water content exceeding
a relative saturation value representing near-surface field capacity (SC1). Water loss is a function
of root zone leakage in all SMAR model versions, but a non-linear version of SMAR incorporates
evapotranspiration (ET) into the water loss function. A temporally discrete form of the SMAR model is:

S2(ti) =
[
SW + (S2(ti−1) − SW) exp−a(ti−ti−1)

]
+ [(1− SW)b y(ti)(ti − ti−1)], (2)

where a is a fitted parameter (days−1) representing normalized daily root zone water loss, b is a fitted
parameter (-) controlling the diffusion rate of excess moisture (y) into the root zone (“diffusivity
coefficient”), SW is the root-zone relative wilting level (-), and S2 (-) is the relative root-zone moisture
content at time t (i.e., RZSM). The water loss (a) parameter (day−1) determines the rate at which the
water loss function decreases with S2(ti−1) until SW is reached. The water loss parameter is taken as
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a daily leakage rate V (cm day−1) normalized by the soil root zone thickness (Z2), root zone porosity
(ρ2), and SW:

a =
V

(1− SW) ρ2 Z2
. (3)

For the SMAR spatial operation across Shale Hills, each soil–terrain landscape unit was assigned
calibrated SMAR parameter estimates. The spatial assignment of the water loss coefficient (a) is more
complex than SC1, b, and SW, since the Shale Hills depth to bedrock map provides a higher resolution
spatial variation of the root zone thickness (Z2) across the catchment than ρ2 (root zone porosity is the
same for each soil–terrain unit): The coefficient, V, was back-calculated from the calibrated parameter,
a, at each monitoring location by rearranging Equation (3) and using the location’s root zone thickness
and porosity. Then, the a parameter was further varied across space by using Equation (3) with a map
of depth to bedrock (1-m resolution). The depth to bedrock map is limited to 100 cm at the deepest,
which is the maximum assumed root-zone thickness in this study. The AMSRE near-surface soil
moisture time-series from 2007 to 2011 was used as a forcing dataset for the Shale Hills experiment,
since large gaps occur in SMOS across the available Shale Hills automatic time-series record from 2011
to 2012.

A similar approach was used to operate SMAR across space at a regional level, where soil property
data was used to assign parameters to a 1-km model grid with the same structure as the CONUS
soil property maps. The SMAR model was optimized to RZSM from 68 sites across the EUS region,
excluding Shale Hills, and a different set of SMAR parameters were estimated for each available satellite
platform. A site must have at least 2 years of in situ RZSM data that overlaps with a satellite platform’s
time-series, which must also not have significant time gaps (>2 months). These optimized parameters
were then related to CONUS soil property maps to generate SMAR parameter maps corresponding to
each satellite platform for the EUS. The SMAR model was initialized by the root zone field capacity,
estimated through soil texture taken from sand, silt, and clay textural fraction data from CONUS and
Rawls et al. (1993). The relative near-surface soil moisture grids from AMSRE, SMOS, and SMAP were
then resampled to the resolution of CONUS soil (1-km) using a nearest neighbor routine, and this grid
was used to force the gridded spatial SMAR model. Table 1 lists all datasets and SMAR parameters
used in this study.

We used neural network models to relate calibrated SMAR parameters to CONUS soil property
variables for the regional implementation of SMAR. Three sets of maps were created for each SMAR
parameter, after optimizing them at 68 unique locations with varying availability for AMSRE, SMOS,
and SMAP satellite data. Multiple linear regression was used to predict fitted SMAR parameters with soil
properties [41], but this was used with parameters predicted with in situ data only, where a more direct
physical relationship between SMAR parameters and soil properties was expected. The relationship
between SMAR parameters estimated with satellite data and CONUS soil properties is more complex,
because of the scale discrepancy between these data and point-based measurements.

Neural networks have been trained to accurately predict soil hydrologic properties with soil
physical properties [45], and they are a useful predictive tool that can account for complex and ‘hidden’
error structures that may be present in a model [66]. We trained a neural network algorithm using
a resilient backpropagation algorithm to minimize the sum of squared errors [67,68] to predict each
SMAR parameter from each satellite platform with near-surface and root-zone CONUS clay, silt,
and sand textural fractions, bulk density, porosity, elevation, and depth to bedrock. The CONUS
root-zone porosity layer is a separate porosity layer from the estimated root-zone porosity calculated
with Rawls et al.’s [49] function. Additionally, the USGS elevation [57] was used as another covariate
along with soil properties in the neural network. We specified two hidden layers in the neural network
model with a total of eight hidden neurons. All independent variables were scaled prior to neural
network model-fitting by subtracting the mean and dividing by the standard deviation. These same
means and standard deviations were used to scale the CONUS data for the entire EUS region, which was
used to create regional maps of SMAR parameters with the fitted neural network models.
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Table 1. List of all datasets and model parameters used in this study.

Dataset Name
(website downloaded) Reference Function Time Range

SCAN/SNOTEL Soil
Moisture Network

(https://www.wcc.nrcs.usda.
gov/scan/)

Schaefer et al. (2007) Calibrate regional SMAR
model 2002–2018

AMERIFLUX Monitoring
Network

(https://ameriflux.lbl.gov/)

Baldocchi et al. (2002);
Hollinger et al. (1999);

Euskirchen et al. (2017)

Calibrate regional SMAR
model 2004–2018

Shale Hills Automatic
Sensors

(https://criticalzone.org/
shale-hills/data/)

Liu and Lin (2015)

Calibrate Shale Hills
SMAR model

Validate regional SMAR
model

2007–2012

Shale Hills Manual TDR
(https://criticalzone.org/

shale-hills/data/)
Lin et al. (2006) Validate Shale Hills

SMAR model 2007–2011

Shale Hills Soil-terrain Units Baldwin et al. (2016b)
Run spatial SMAR at

Shale Hills (1-m
resolution)

N/A

AMSRE (AMSRE-E) Level 3
(https://disc.gsfc.nasa.gov/

datasets/LPRM_AMSRE_D_
SOILM3_V002)

Njoku (2004);
Mladenova et al. (2014) Forcing for SMAR Model 2002–2011

SMOS Level 2
(https://earth.esa.int) Kerr et al. (2012) Forcing for SMAR Model 2010–present

SMAP Level 3
(https:

//nsidc.org/data/smap)
Bindlish et al. (2018) Forcing for SMAR Model 2015–present

CONUS Soil Property Maps
(http://www.soilinfo.psu.
edu/index.cgi?soil_data&

conus&data_cov)

Miller and White (1998) Run spatial SMAR for
Eastern U.S. region
(1-km resolution)

N/A

CONUS Digital Elevation
Model (100 m resolution)

(https:
//nationalmap.gov/small_
scale/mld/elev100.html)

USGS (2012)

Parameter Name Parameter Symbol Units * Function Estimation
Method

Relative Near-Surface Soil
Moisture S1 - Forcing for SMAR Model Satellite Data

Products

Relative Near-Surface Field
Capacity SC1 - SMAR Model

OptimizationLinear Water Loss
Coefficient a day−1 SMAR Model

Diffusion Coefficient b - SMAR Model

Relative Wilting Level SW - SMAR Model

Relative Root-Zone Field
Capacity SC2 - Initiate SMAR Model Soil Texture and

CONUS Soil Map

Root Zone Porosity φ2 cm3 cm−3
Convert relative soil

moisture to volumetric
soil moisture content

* The ‘-’ indicates a dimensionless parameter.

Evaluating the interactions of all independent variables to each dependent SMAR parameter
is out of this study’s scope, so we did not conduct a sensitivity analysis on these neural networks.
Our objective was to generate the best possible predictive model with the full set of SMAR parameters
for each platform, so we gauged neural network accuracy by evaluating the observed versus predicted
SMAR parameters from all sites. Although we expected some multi-collinearity between independent
variables, a visual inspection of maps for all near-surface, root zone, and other soil properties used
as predictors did not reveal a pair that was overwhelmingly correlated to each other across space.
A robustness test of the use of these neural networks to predict SMAR parameters was conducted by

https://www.wcc.nrcs.usda.gov/scan/
https://www.wcc.nrcs.usda.gov/scan/
https://ameriflux.lbl.gov/
https://criticalzone.org/shale-hills/data/
https://criticalzone.org/shale-hills/data/
https://criticalzone.org/shale-hills/data/
https://criticalzone.org/shale-hills/data/
https://disc.gsfc.nasa.gov/datasets/ LPRM_AMSRE_D_SOILM3_V002
https://disc.gsfc.nasa.gov/datasets/ LPRM_AMSRE_D_SOILM3_V002
https://disc.gsfc.nasa.gov/datasets/ LPRM_AMSRE_D_SOILM3_V002
https://earth.esa.int
https://nsidc.org/data/smap
https://nsidc.org/data/smap
http://www.soilinfo.psu.edu/index.cgi?soil_data&conus&data_cov
http://www.soilinfo.psu.edu/index.cgi?soil_data&conus&data_cov
http://www.soilinfo.psu.edu/index.cgi?soil_data&conus&data_cov
https://nationalmap.gov/small_scale/mld/elev100.html
https://nationalmap.gov/small_scale/mld/elev100.html
https://nationalmap.gov/small_scale/mld/elev100.html
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gauging the actual predictive accuracy of spatial SMAR (Section 2.6), rather than focusing on potential
over-fitting of the neural network models.

In summary, the SMAR model receives satellite near-surface soil moisture and outputs estimates
of the root-zone soil moisture. The overall model structure is a relatively simple ‘soil bucket’ modeling
approach, and the model operates with relative soil moisture variables (i.e., volumetric soil moisture
divided by porosity). We used spatial soil physical property and terrain data to map SMAR parameters
across space, which facilitated the spatial operation of SMAR. The spatial operation of SMAR was first
tested at Shale Hills, where map units representing areas of similar soil physical properties were used
to assign SMAR parameters across space. Next, a regional-scale SMAR was tested, and maps of SMAR
parameters for the EUS region were created with CONUS soil physical soil data. A schematic of the
SMAR model structure and the general spatial SMAR routine are given in Figure 2a–b.
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Figure 2. (a) Flow diagram and schematic of the soil moisture analytical relationship (SMAR) model
with arrows indicating the relative flow of moisture across each model process. (b) Flow diagram of
the spatial SMAR modeling approach used in this study.

We created multiple datasets with the spatial SMAR model operation in this study. The first is
a time-series of catchment-scale maps of RZSM, produced by the Shale Hills specific SMAR model.
Second, we created regional SMAR parameter maps that are specific to each satellite platform (AMSRE,
SMOS, and SMAP), with CONUS soil and USGS elevation data inputted into trained neural networks.
Finally, we generated three separate time-series of EUS regional RZSM maps using the regional SMAR
model with inputs from the three satellite near-surface soil moisture data products. All outputs are
listed in Table 2.

Table 2. The three types of outputs generated by SMAR modeling conducted for this study.

Dataset Model Input Data Data for Calibration Data for Validation
Shale Hills RZSM

Maps Shale Hills SMAR AMSRE Shale Hills automatic RZSM Shale Hills manual TDR
RZSM

SMAR Parameter
Maps Neural Networks CONUS Soil,

USGS Elevation
Calibrated SMAR

parameters 1

SCAN/SNOTEL,
AMERIFLUX

RZSM 2

EUS Regional
RZSM Maps

AMSRE SCAN/SNOTEL,
Shale Hills

automatic RZSM
Regional SMAR SMOS AMERIFLUX

SMAP RZSM

1. Excluding Shale Hills data. 2. This data was used to check that the SMAR regional model can predict RZSM
adequately with maps of neural network predicted SMAR parameters.
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2.6. SMAR Model Calibration and Validation

Soil moisture datasets associated with Shale Hills and the EUS region are used for either training,
validation, or both purposes. A RZSM training dataset for estimating optimal SMAR model parameters
in Shale Hills at the five automatic monitoring locations is a continuous record from 2009 to 2011
(yellow squares in Figure 1). These years provide a near continuous stream of RZSM data for each
location with relatively few data gaps, no longer than 2 months at most. We used the independent
manual TDR dataset (cyan points in Figure 1), which was collected during this time-period, to validate
the spatial SMAR soil moisture maps in Shale Hills. The SCAN/AMERIFLUX datasets (purple points in
Figure 1) were used to estimate a set of SMAR parameters for the AMSRE, SMOS, and SMAP platforms
for the regional SMAR operation. Finally, the automatic monitoring locations at Shale Hills (yellow
squares in Figure 1) were used to validate the EUS regional SMAR model, since this data was not
used to train the regional SMAR model. All SMAR parameters in this study were optimized with the
same approach.

Model parameters were optimized by assimilating near-surface satellite data and in situ RZSM
data within a hierarchical Bayesian framework. A normal negative log-likelihood objective function
was minimized by the algorithm during the fitting process, and posterior probability distributions
for each SMAR parameter (i.e., SC1, a, b, SW) were approximated. Before running a Monte Carlo
Markov chain (MCMC) algorithm, a Levenberg–Marquardt derivative-based algorithm [69] estimated
optimal parameters from the same training dataset used by the MCMC algorithm. An adaptive MCMC
algorithm with a delayed rejection [70] simulated potential parameter values from a range of physically
meaningful values, and proposed parameter values were rejected if their acceptance ratio was less than
one. Three MCMC chains were run for each optimization procedure, where one of the MCMC chains
was initiated by the Levenberg–Marquardt estimates, while the second chain was initiated by half of the
Levenberg–Marquardt estimates, and the third chain was SMAR values predicted by soil texture and
Rawls et al. [49]. The relatively disperse initial MCMC chain settings across the three MCMC chains
enabled a relatively wide sampling of the range of physically possible values for each SMAR parameter
at each monitoring location. We assigned a uniform prior distribution for each model parameter
that covers the range of physically possible values for each parameter, assumed to be 0 to 1 for all
parameters and locations besides the SMAR water loss (a) parameter for the planar hillslope location at
Shale Hills, which undergoes relatively fast drainage of moisture downslope. Measurement error was
assumed to follow a normal distribution, with variance as σ2

p. The σ2
p is a nuisance parameter with an

initial value assigned at the start of the MCMC procedure that is the model variance associated with
the Levenberg–Marquardt model fit.

We applied the Gelman–Rubin test [71] to determine whether all MCMC chains converged upon
the same stationary parameter space after the optimization was complete. The mean of each posterior
probability distribution represents the final parameter estimate. We used the MCMC algorithm in the
R package ‘FME’ [72] and the MCMC results were analyzed with the ‘coda’ package [73].

A, RMSE of 0.06 cm3 cm−3 has been taken as a benchmark of acceptable model performance when
using AMSRE data to predict near-surface soil moisture [43,44], so we analyzed where each model
meets this benchmark across the Shale Hills catchment. Given that only 68 sites met any criteria for
training the EUS regional SMAR, a thorough validation could not be conducted across the EUS region.
However, the automatic sensors at Shale Hills were used to validate the regional EUS SMAR maps
for Shale Hills alone, since they were excluded from the regional SMAR model training and provide
a continuous time-series of soil moisture data. We did get a sense on how initial conditions may affect
the regional SMAR model accuracy, since the model optimization at EUS sites was initialized at that
site’s first RZSM measurement, while the regional SMAR model was initialized at the beginning of
each satellite platform’s time-series. The initial data of each satellite’s time-series was always earlier
than the initial date of the in situ training datasets used to estimate EUS parameters.
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Given the multi-year validation dataset at Shale Hills, we analyzed whether the validation RMSE
exhibits a temporal pattern and evaluated whether spatial SMAR consistently under- or over-predicts
RZSM with a mean bias metric at Shale Hills. We quantified mean bias as:

Bias = y−

 n∑
i=1

ŷi/n

, (4)

where y is the mean of observations within a soil–terrain unit or throughout the entire catchment,
n is the number of predictions, and ŷi is a model prediction at a certain spatial level (i.e., specific
soil–terrain unit or catchment) at time-step i. If an SMAR model is under-predicting on average,
the result of Equation (4) will be positive, and it will be negative if an SMAR is over-predicting on
average. We evaluated RMSE for model performance across quarters of the year (i.e., quarter 2:
April–June; quarter 3: July–August; quarter 4: September–November).

The root-zone soil moisture maps outputted during this research and example code may be
downloaded at: https://github.com/dcb5006/SMAR_EUS_RemoteSensing. Also, all materials, data,
computer code, and protocols associated with this publication are available to readers upon request.

3. Results

Our results are organized into two sections, each devoted to one of our two research questions,
where question one focuses on testing SMAR at a catchment-scale and question two focuses on testing
SMAR at a regional-scale. Each section presents results as they relate to operating the spatial SMAR
model with near-surface satellite data, as explained in Section 2.5. The outcomes of the calibration and
validation procedures described in Section 2.6 are also explained in each Results section, which answers
both research questions.

3.1. The Shale Hills Catchment

Results presented in this section address research question one (how accurate is a spatial SMAR
across different soil types and landforms in Shale Hills after being calibrated to data at select locations
in the catchment, and where does it do best?). The SMAR model provides reliable model estimates
of root-zone soil moisture after calibration when compared to measurements at all training locations.
The validation results show that the relatively simple SMAR model is reliable at providing adequate
predictions for all soil–terrain units but the concave hillslope unit. It meets the RMSE benchmark at the
relatively wet Blairton valley unit and the dryer planar hillslope soil, which dominates the catchment.
SMAR’s accuracy drops during the ‘dry-down’ period of April to June at Shale Hills.

The three MCMC chains converge and fluctuate in a stable parameter ‘space’ (or range of values)
for each SMAR parameter during the model optimization at the Shale Hills, given by Gelmin–Rubin
statistics that are close to 1 for each parameter at each site (Table S2). The RMSE estimated upon
comparing predicted volumetric RZSM are all <0.06 cm3 cm−3, indicating relatively close model
agreement to observations (Table S3). Figure 3a–e reveal the observed and predicted RZSM at
each training site, including the predictions during model ‘spin-up’, directly after the initialization.
The influence of initial conditions, which were set at the estimated root zone field capacity, fade after
about 2 months for all sites. The model can capture general episodes of wetting and drying in the
root zone at most sites, which is a critical requirement for satellite-derived soil moisture products.
Notably, the Planar Hill site shows close agreement between SMAR predictions and observations
during wetter periods, but the model cannot capture the substantial release of moisture during dry
periods on this hillslope.

https://github.com/dcb5006/SMAR_EUS_RemoteSensing
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Figure 3. Time-series of the Shale Hills automatic root-zone soil moisture measurements taken
during the model calibration period (2009–2011) at each of the five monitoring locations used for
model training. Colored lines indicate predictions from the fitted SMAR model, where the advanced
microwave scanning radiometer (AMSRE) satellite near-surface soil moisture data is used as a model
forcing. (a) Ernest valley, (b) Rushtown concave hill, (c) Blairton valley, (d) Berks convex hill, and (e)
Weikert planar hill.

Table S3 lists optimal parameter estimates for each model. Near-surface field capacity (SC1) is
higher on the hillslope areas than the two valley sites, indicating that less near-surface moisture is
released into the root zone at these sites. The relative root-zone wilting level (SW) is highest at the
wettest Ernest valley site (S15) but is also relatively high on the planar hillslope. Diffusion (b) is similar
across all sites, given that the range of values is small among the five sites compared to the range of
typical diffusion values (i.e., 0–0.50 (-)). The highest water loss (a) occurs at the shallow and moderately
steep soils of the planar hillslope (S60), where the normalized water loss rate is greater than 1 day−1.
Water loss is also relatively high at the Rushtown concave hill site.

An evaluation of RMSE from validation of spatial SMAR with manual TDR data reveals that error
is generally highest at the Rushtown concave hillslope (Figure 4a). Almost all validation sites show an
RMSE >0.06 cm3 cm−3 in the green Rushtown concave hillslope patches in Figure 4b. The 0.06 cm3

cm−3 RMSE benchmark is maintained throughout 80% of the Planar Hillslope, which is apparent from
the points in Figure 4b across the planar hillslope area; points close to the ridge top on soil at the
north-central portion of the catchment register RMSE > 0.06 cm3 cm−3. In total, 66% of all locations
throughout the catchment meet the RMSE benchmark for validation. Based upon the spatial patterns of
RMSE (Figure 4), SMAR predictions are generally closer to soil moisture observations in soils outside
of concave swales and in central and western areas of the catchment.
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Figure 4. (a) Bar plots of mean root mean square error (RMSE; cm3 cm−3) of the spatial Shale Hills
SMAR model grouped by soil–terrain unit. Hinges above the bars indicate standard error for each
group. Letters indicate statistically significant differences (p < 0.05) between soil–terrain groupings of
RMSE that are based upon a post-hoc, Dunn’s pairwise comparisons test. Numbers underneath the
letter qualifiers indicate the sample size of each group. The dashed line represents NASA’s quality
benchmark for soil moisture predictions using satellite observations. (b) Map of the root mean square
error (RMSE) at each manual time domain reflectometry (TDR) monitoring location resulting from the
spatial SMAR validation analysis.

Model error is generally higher during quarter 2 (April–June) for the SMAR model at each
monitoring location (Table 3), the highest being at the Rushtown concave hill. The only site that
increased in error during Q3 to Q4 compared to Q2 is the Ernest valley. The planar hillslope is the most
consistent error-wise throughout different times of the year, with the dryer Q3 period being a bit higher
than others. The planar hillslope is the only area where SMAR consistently over-predicts volumetric
soil moisture data, and it does so to a larger degree during Q3. There is not enough data for quarter 1
(Q1) to make any meaningful summary or comparisons, but Q1 data did make up the annual RMSE
metric. The addition of Q1 data made the overall RMSE average higher at the Ernest valley site.

Table 3. Average RMSE and model bias from SMAR predictions compared to observations across
manual TDR monitoring locations summarized by soil–terrain unit.

Soil–Terrain Unit Error Statistic Annual * Q2 Q3 Q4

Ernest Valley RMSE 0.063 0.053 0.043 0.057
Bias 0.030 0.021 0.017 0.037

Blairton Valley RMSE 0.053 0.064 0.047 0.045
Bias 0.034 0.039 0.036 0.023

Rushtown
RMSE 0.075 0.095 0.052 0.052
Bias 0.062 0.090 0.040 0.042

Berks
RMSE 0.054 0.060 0.043 0.046
Bias 0.031 0.042 0.022 0.019

Planar Hillslope RMSE 0.044 0.043 0.044 0.039
Bias −0.008 0.009 −0.024 −0.007

* Error statistics are influenced by data from Q1 (not shown separately).

3.2. The Eastern United States Region

Results from the following section answer the second research question: Can SMAR parameters
that are optimized directly with three different satellite data products be mapped at a regional extent
with soil properties and be used to run a spatial SMAR that provides an adequate level of accuracy on
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average? Calibrated SMAR parameters can be predicted with the use of a contemporary neural network
algorithm, and on average, the regional SMAR can meet a quality benchmark of RMSE <= 0.06 cm3 cm−3

on average at a site-level if accurate soil porosity information is available for that area.
The optimization analysis converged on stable parameter spaces for SMAR parameters at all sites

for each satellite platform (Table S2), in that all Gelmin–Rubin statistics are <1.1. The average SC1 is
similar across different satellite platforms, with near-surface field capacity being slightly higher on
average for SMOS and SMAP compared to AMSRE (parameters listed in Table S3). Water loss (a) is
higher on average for SMAP compared to the other platforms, and both SMOS and SMAP have higher
diffusion rates (b) than AMSRE. The relative root-zone wilting level (SW) is similar across all platforms.
A multiple linear regression did not provide satisfactory results when using CONUS soil properties to
predict SMAR predictors for all parameters (data not shown); however, root-zone sand content had
a highly statistically significant (p < 0.001) and negative association with log-transformed SW across all
three satellite platforms, indicating that areas with high sand content tend to release more moisture
from their root zone during dry periods than areas with low sand content.

The trained neural network did a fine job at predicting SMAR parameters across all three satellite
platforms with the scaled CONUS soil data (Figure 5a–c). The neural network models reveal no
predictive bias or any serious heteroscedasticity in their predictive error for any parameter across all
platforms. The neural networks that predict SMAR parameters from SMOS and SMAP data show higher
R2 values than those from AMSRE for all SMAR parameters but water loss (a). Notably, the neural
network accuracy declined when the USGS elevation was not included, indicating elevation is an
important covariate to include along with CONUS soil properties for estimating spatial patterns of
SMAR. In total, the variables used in the neural network model to predict each SMAR parameter map
are the elevation; surface and root-zone clay, sand, and silt content; and the surface and root-zone
porosity and bulk density.
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of SMAR parameters from a neural network model and CONUS soil property data. The graphs are
arranged by the parameters (left to right): SC1, a, b, and SW for (a) AMSRE-, (b) SMOS-, and (c)
SMAP-estimated parameters.
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The regional SMAR parameter maps derived from the neural network models and CONUS
soil/USGS elevation data reveal some similar spatial patterns across different satellite platforms for SC1,
b, and SW parameters (Figure 6a–c). Near surface field capacity tends to be high in the southeast and
northwest part of the region for all satellite platforms, but AMSRE also shows relatively high values in
northern New England forests that contain silt loam and silty clay loam near-surface soils, per CONUS
soil data (Miller and White, 1998). Diffusion (b) is more pronounced in central areas of the region for
each platform that correspond with higher root-zone clay and silt textures. Diffusion is consistently
lower in the southeast for each platform. Wilting level (SW) tends to be low in areas with high root-zone
sand content, but it varies in magnitude across other areas for each platform. The relatively high
crescent-shaped patch of SW in the southeast for SMAP and SMOS follows an area of low root-zone
bulk density. Water loss (a) shows contrasts in spatial patterns among the different platforms, where it
is high in the southeast for SMAP and SMOS platforms, but it is higher in east-central and northwest
areas of the region for AMSRE. The SMAP and SMOS high water loss patterns align with areas with
the highest root-zone sand content in the region, and the high water loss for AMSRE tends to overlap
areas with a mix of high root-zone sand content and low bulk density.
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The EUS regional SMAR model meets the RMSE benchmark when evaluating the average of
RMSE from model predictions across all sites for each satellite platform, when comparing site-level
model estimates to observations (Table 4). Both the arithmetic and geometric average RMSE are
similar across all platforms. Some sites have considerably higher RMSE for RZSM predictions
for each platform (Table S2), but the distribution of RMSE for each platform is positively skewed,
as evidenced by the lower geometric means. Two notable sites where the model is not working for
all platforms as shown on Table S2 are Mayday (average RMSE = 0.133 cm3 cm−3) and Sandy Ridge
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(average RMSE = 0.099 cm3 cm−3). Glacial Ridge, Rock Springs, and Sudduth Farms are sites where
regional SMAR worked well for one or two satellites, but the model encountered problems when
predicting RZSM with SMAP (see Discussion).

Table 4. Model corroboration and validation RMSE metrics for the regional SMAR model at the training
sites (top half) and at the Shale Hills (bottom half), respectively.

Dataset Satellite
Platform

Sample Size Root Mean Square Error [cm3 cm−3]
Arithmetic Mean Geometric Mean Single Value

Eastern Temperate Forests and Northern
Forests Ecoregions (no Shale Hills)

AMSRE 53 0.054 0.049 –

SMOS 50 0.055 0.049 –

SMAP 61 0.057 0.047 –

Shale Hills
Automatic Sites

Planar Hill

AMSRE *

1 – – 0.036

Berks Convex Hill 1 – – 0.037

Rushtown
Concave Hill 1 – – 0.025

Ernest Valley 1 – – 0.136

Blairton Valley 1 – – 0.052

All Sites Average 5 0.042 – –

* AMSRE was the only available near-surface satellite data for the Shale Hills during the study period.

The spatial pattern of sites that do or do not exceed the RMSE benchmark is relatively random
(Figure 7a–c). A linear correlation between the average RZSM predicted by each platform and the
RMSE for each satellite platform revealed no correlation between the average RZSM predicted with
AMSRE and RMSE (r = 0.09; p = 0.53), a weak negative correlation between the average SMOS RZSM
and RMSE (r = −0.32; p = 0.02), and a weak positive correlation between SMAP RZSM and RMSE
(r = 0.30; p = 0.02). The spatial pattern of predictions that are wetter or dryer on average with respect
to the overall average of all predictions from a certain platform changes between platforms, as well.
Predictions made with SMOS and AMSRE by the regional SMAR have relatively similar spatial patterns
of wetter and dryer predictions on average (Figure 7a–b). Some areas noticeably ‘flip’ from being dryer
on average to wetter when being predicted with SMAP data in the regional SMAR model (Figure 7c),
such as northern Florida.
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Figure 7. Maps of the difference between the temporal mean of RZSM predictions from the regional
SMAR model and the overall mean of these predictions made using (a) AMSRE, (b) SMOS, and (c)
SMAP satellite data as inputs into SMAR. Points indicate SCAN/AMERIFLUX training sites that are
colored according to whether they exceed a quality benchmark of RMSE = 0.06 cm3 cm−3 or not.
The RMSE is based upon predictions associated with each satellite platform individually.

The CONUS root-zone porosity data, which is distinct from the porosity derived from soil texture
used at the training locations, was used to back-transform the entire RZSM time-series into volumetric
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soil moisture content and create the total time-series average root zone soil moisture content map
shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Average of all RZSM produced by the regional SMAR model with data from all three satellite
platforms (AMSRE, SMOS, SMAP). The relative RZSM is transformed to volumetric root-zone soil
moisture content (cm3 cm−3) with CONUS root-zone porosity data (porosity data not shown here).

We also used this back-transformation technique for regional SMAR predictions at Shale Hills,
and the RMSE from regional SMAR and observations at each Shale Hills’ monitoring location are
shown in Table 4. The RMSE between regional SMAR and the average of all sites is also shown in
Table 4, and a graphical time-series comparison is given in Figure 9. The only location that did not
meet the benchmark is the Ernest valley location. From Figure 9, the catchment average root zone soil
moisture content was reliably represented by the regional SMAR RZSM predictions over time.
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Figure 9. Time-series of average RZSM content (cm3 cm−3) at the Shale Hills from the five automatic soil
moisture monitoring locations (blue crosses) and the regional SMAR model predictions, transformed to
volumetric soil moisture content with CONUS root-zone porosity at the Shale Hills (red curve).
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4. Discussion

We showed that the spatial SMAR model can accurately estimate soil moisture across
a geo-physically heterogeneous watershed by using soil–terrain unit stratification, i.e., areas of
similar soil properties. This is encouraging when considering that data from the five locations within
this topographically complex and forested catchment were used for model training, while 61 were
used for validation. The results from the Shale Hills’ spatial SMAR test corroborates findings from
a study conducted in a watershed within the extent of an AMSRE pixel by Cosh et al. [34], where six
locations were found to accurately represent the watershed mean within a 95% confidence across the
entire sampling period. Our approach to using terrain and soil characteristics for running the spatial
SMAR with an AMSRE pixel and the resulting average accuracy across the catchment indicates that
the digital soil–landscape units are important in predicting root zone soil moisture across the Shale
Hills catchment. The higher validation error tended to be in the Ernest valley unit and the Rushtown
concave hillslope, which indicates that convergent lateral water flow is an important process at the
catchment-scale that is not represented by spatial SMAR. Recent work has shown that lateral flow
is common in Shale Hills, given its complex terrain [74]. Higher error is evident in the ‘dry down’
months of April and May, which are generally wetter than quarters 3 and 4. The higher model error
during wetter conditions may be attributed to the lack of capillary-rise mechanisms within the model
and an inadequate accounting of root-zone saturation on water loss and diffusion [40].

The SMAR modeling at Shale Hills supports the use of soil properties for other SMAR modeling
operations, such as the regional SMAR operation also featured in this study. Soil information is
becoming more spatially precise and available throughout the world, with advancements in soil
mapping [75,76]. The new reach and detail of global soil maps supports the regional application
of SMAR, but digital soil mapping with the aid of LiDAR and other high-precision remote sensing
datasets [36,77,78] is likely to be more robust for smaller catchments (Shale Hills = 7.9 ha), fields,
and hillslopes. For example, root-zone porosity is a critical soil property needed to estimate relative
RZSM. While CONUS root-zone porosity worked well to test regional SMAR predictions at Shale Hills,
using local root-zone porosity data, where available, should continue to be an important consideration
for other SMAR modeling operations.

The spatial SMAR model meets the quality benchmark at most sites in this study, but limitations
in either the in situ training data or satellite data products provided challenges for predictive estimates
at some locations. At Shale Hills, the largest gaps in in situ training data occurred at site 60,
which represents the planar hillslope unit, during a dry period. Although the validation error was
very favorable for planar hillslope sites, the estimated SW parameter was likely too high, leading to
the only consistent over-predictive bias in the catchment across time (Table 3). Similarly, the regional
SMAR does consistently poorly at Mayday, but the in situ record at this site (Figure S1) shows a very
high volumetric root-zone content that does not ‘dry down’ during some years, which may be caused
by a high water table year-round, which SMAR cannot accommodate well in its current formulation.
Spatial SMAR predicted RZSM well at Rock Springs and Glacial Ridge when forced by AMSRE, and at
Sudduth Farms when forced by SMOS, but the SMAP record had enough temporal gaps at these sites
to lead to high errors during the full SMAR operation. Sandy Ridge suffers from a noisy in situ record,
with a high water table, and SMOS and SMAP vary widely at this site, which all lead to high errors in
spatial SMAR predictions across all platforms at this site.

In the present manuscript, we adopted the original formulation of the SMAR model that assumes
a linear soil water loss function (formulation introduced by [40]). We acknowledge that this soil water
loss function is a non-linear function of the soil water content [79,80], but it can be approximated with
a linear one under specific conditions (e.g., [81–83]]. For instance, the soil water loss function can
be assumed linear in water-limited environments (see, e.g., [17,84,85]). Moreover, the non-linearity,
generally described by a piecewise function (see [80]), is smoothed out when it is integrated over space
taking into consideration the spatial variability of the soil water content. Therefore, it is reasonable
to expect that the simpler linear function performs better when applied at the satellite pixel scale.
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In fact, Faridani [86] attempted to improve the structure and performances of the SMAR model
applied on satellite-based products, introducing a more detailed piecewise function able to treat
evapotranspiration and drainage losses separately, but this led to limited advantages with respect to
the increased complexity of the model. Nevertheless, there are further structural changes to SMAR that
may have high potential in improving model accuracy. In particular, a recent study by Sadeghi et al. [87]
emphasized the controlling role of soil moisture gradient across the soil profile on the land surface
water fluxes (given by the sum of infiltration minus evapotranspiration). At this point, SMAR does not
take into account the physical relationship between water flux and the soil moisture gradient across the
depth of the soil profile, which could be tested in future studies. There is potential that the calibration
of SMAR may become more efficient by using the method described by [87], assuming its water loss
function takes into account the relationship of soil water flux and soil moisture gradient. This could
also be tested in future studies.

This study adds another ‘data point’ to the growing amount of environmental studies that have
benefited from neural networks, and more broadly, machine learning algorithms. The end goal of
using neural networks here is to provide as much data as possible to ‘tune’ SMAR parameter maps
into more accurate representations of the model across space with soil properties, and the validation
of these algorithms lies in the SMAR model performance at new locations, rather than validating
the neural network model with new populations of SMAR parameters at sites not used in this study.
Following this logic, it is imperative to calibrate SMAR at additional sites and at other ecoregions
and add them to the existing neural network models for a more general and accurate application
of SMAR at regional scales. The fact that regional SMAR RMSE is randomly distributed across two
different Level 1 ecoregions (Figure 7) indicates that the neural network is capable of handling satellite
biases similarly between both regions, and therefore can be used in a more general sense across other
regions as more data is added to the existing neural network models. Furthermore, it may be possible
to train neural networks to other soil property datasets other than CONUS, such as the gridded soil
survey geographic (gSSURGO) data [88], or finer-scale digital soil maps to map SMAR parameters for
different applications.

Caveats of this study regarding the limitations of the regional validation and relatively short time
frame of SMOS and SMAP forcing on the SMAR model operation should be stated. First, the regional
SMAR is independently validated at the Shale Hills, which is a highly complex catchment, but still
represents one site. Also, the RMSE error at training sites for the regional SMAR model represents
a test of applying initial conditions in three instances across different satellite time-series, rather than
a completely independent validation of model performance. Although the current results are promising,
good estimates of root-zone porosity at a site level are critical. Second, our SMOS and SMAP operation
and testing are limited by their shorter time-series length compared to AMSRE (SMOS time series is
currently approaching the extent of AMSRE observations) and the temporally wide gaps at locations
prone to dense vegetation and frozen soil. The EUS regional SMAR maps for SMOS/SMAP may need
to be re-calibrated and tested as these satellites’ time series expand into the future and new temporal
gap-filling techniques are employed on these satellite data products [89].

5. Conclusions

This study presented a multiscale test of an approach to calibrate and simulate the physically
based SMAR model across space with mapped soil properties. The Shale Hills catchment provided an
extensively instrumented, topographically complex, and representative forested area for the first test.
A catchment stratification using similar soil and terrain properties provided a means to parameterize
SMAR across space. As an answer to our first question regarding the landscape position in the Shale
Hills, where the spatial SMAR model is generally more accurate, we found that the SMAR model
predicted RZSM more accurately across the flat and relatively well-drained Blairton valley soil and
across the shallow, planar hillslope soil. The validation analysis showed that the spatial SMAR model
meets NASA’s program benchmark of a 0.06 cm3 cm−3 RMSE across more than half the catchment area.
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The spatial SMAR did not perform as well during the wet ‘dry-down’ period of April to May, and it
could not reproduce soil moisture patterns well over time in the convergent concave hillslope soil.

Our second question regarded whether a regional-scale SMAR model could meet NASA’s
benchmark during a site-level corroboration and validation within the Shale Hills. We found that
neural network models enabled a reasonable representation of SMAR parameters across space with
CONUS soil property maps, which enabled the SMAR model to run at a regional scale from 2002 to
2018 with data from three satellite platforms (AMSRE, SMOS, and SMAP). On average, the SMAR
model met the benchmark of 0.06 cm3 cm−3 after being initialized earlier than the data used to calibrate
across 68 SCAN and AMERIFLUX network sites in Eastern U.S. It met the benchmark across four
out of five monitoring sites at the Shale Hills catchment, which were independent of the regional
SMAR model-fitting, and the catchment average was also reproduced well with the SMAR predictions
(RMSE = 0.042 cm3 cm−3). Reliable root-zone soil porosity data is critical to downscaling regional
SMAR model predictions to adequately reproduce site-level RZSM time series. Gaps in SMOS and
SMAP Level 2 and 3 data products also present challenges to the regional SMAR model, in that the
model must be re-initialized after large data gaps. Given that this approach was tested across two
different Level 1 ecoregions and produced relatively useful predictions over time, the addition of more
ground-level data at other regions with reliable soil property maps will enable the expansion of the
spatial SMAR model operation across larger spatial extents.
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